
EAL- Guidance 
Elspeth



EAL learner

 - A first language, where it is other than English, is recorded 
where a child was exposed to the language during early 
development and continues to be exposed to this language in 
the home or community. 

 - Where a child was exposed to more then one language (which 
may include English) During early development, the language 
other than English, is recorded, irrespective of the child's 
proficiency in English.



Cummins Dual Ice burg model 



Developing Two languages

Developing  two languages 

 - Older children with well developed first 
language will have transferrable skills which 
enable them to learn a second language. 

 - Our youngest children are most at risk of losing 
a language rather than gaining a second one. 



Why it is important to maintain home 
language?

 - A strong First language supports development of 
positive self- concept.

 - speaking the first language will help strengthen 
relationships within the family. 

 -Continuing to speak first language provides 
opportunity to continue cognitive development while 
learning English as a second language.



Parents and admission 



End of week 1 

 To feel safe and happy.

 To be shown around school and the places that are important. 

 Buddy given to support child. 

 Is beginning to follow some of the conventions and routines of the 
classroom. 

 To be familiar with arrangements for lunch times.

 To be familiar with location and use of cloakrooms and toilets etc.

 To be beginning to interact socially with class peers (even if only a 
little.) 

 Visuals to support communication and understanding of language 



End of Week 2

 To meet with parents./ ring parents. 

 Understanding how much English and home language-

 Target set by class teacher to inform planning. 

 Activities to support home language and learning new language. 

 further integration in the classroom. 

 Assess Proficiency in language. Code 

 Assess child using on the Nassea framework. Assessment of Nassea steps.



End of week 3

 To feel safe and happy.

 Come to school happily

 To be familiar with geography of the school

 Can follow daily class routines

 To initiate contact with their teacher and staff around school

 To begin forming relationships and friendships. 



End of first term
 To feel safe and happy.

 To participate in group and class activities at an appropriate level

 To interact positively with other children

 To work co-operatively with other children

 To be confident in small group situations

 Can work / play without constant adult supervision

 Shows interest and motivation in learning

 To have demonstrated some identifiable progress in English 
language acquisition if an EAL beginner

 Assess Nassea Steps and some Targets met on pre key stage TT 
and assessment revisited.

 Also using the pre key stages on target tracker. 

 Then continue to assess Nassea every time assessments are due 
in. Unless they are ready to be assessed on target tracker band 1. 



EAL- Assessment 
Elspeth



Proficiency in English





Nassea Steps-  



Nassea Steps-  



End of term assessment 

TT-Pre key stage steps
-Reading 
-writing 

-speaking and listening
-maths  
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